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INTRODUCTION
We haven’t stopped moving since 3300 BC, when a
potter’s wheel and a domesticated horse transformed a
wooden box into a chariot. Now, at the beginning of 2016,
we are on the cusp of a new economic era, described by
economist Jeremy Rifkin as the Third Industrial Revolution.
According to Rifkin, every industrial revolution consists of
three core components: a form of communication, a form
of energy to power society, and a form of mobility to move
economic activity. We are seeing those three components
in action in the automotive industry. As we accelerate into
a technology-driven future with new tools, heightened
expectations, and a world-changing mission to save the
planet, we are redefining the concept of how we get around.
We are reinventing the wheel.
New technologies bring innovation, and disruption, as
they have to publishing and music. In this context, the
mobility challenge is set: simplify and enhance how people
move now that the physical barriers between home, work,
and play have dissolved into one connected experience.
Customers are plugged in or out, and that changes how
they spend time in the space they occupy. Until now, we
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(continued...)
have all carried our devices. Looking ahead, our devices

services that mobility companies are creating. This disruption, together

will carry us as our car becomes an intelligent computer

with digital and social platforms are enabling crowd-funded designs and

on wheels. Greater distraction, as social media competes

new ways to manufacture cars.

with the road ahead, is fueling opportunities to refocus the
mechanics and the behavior of how people drive, or how

As with all disruption, the future is an opportunity for improvement and

they are driven.

noble goals: increased car safety, reduced traffic congestion, and higher
fuel efficiency as automakers explore renewable energy sources. Semi

The future is in our ongoing present, filled with practical,

and fully autonomous vehicles are already in development by virtually all

eco-friendly, imaginative, and outlandish prototypes that

automakers, with prototypes on the road around the world. Driverless

ensure connectivity. Virtual reality, holography, artificial

vehicles that can self-diagnose, monitor the health of the driver, and

intelligence, and cognitive computing are the tools in a new

connect to other vehicles on the road. Cars that learn and do more, that

sandbox. New operating models are emerging, creating

are kinder to the environment, that can even be 3D printed, are all part

different consumer markets, shaped by new competitive

of the grand scheme. And while there is no limit to what we can envision

forces that are causing industries to intersect and overlap.

or the prototypes we can produce, there are major regulatory issues

This convergence is dictating how auto manufacturers

around safety, privacy, and security. Consumers will also have to deal

make, sell and service cars, how those cars function,

with the psychological shift from being in control to sharing it, or giving it

and how they fit into our connected lives. According to

up completely to the vehicle.

Automotive 2025: Industry Without Borders by IBM’s
Institute for Business Value, the dynamics of the consumervehicle-enterprise relationship is shifting. Beyond owning
and sharing a vehicle, consumers are becoming more
engaged, They are having a direct say in the products and

5

THE FORCES OF CHANGE
Ever since Henry Ford replaced four legs with four wheels,
the car has symbolized freedom and upward mobility to
society in general. And while the relationship between people
and their cars holds steady today, there are three forces at
play reshaping mobility. An aging Baby Boom population,
projected around 74.9 million people, are demanding
accessibility features and technology that keeps them at the
wheel longer, rather than give up their keys. The Millennial
generation, projected to surpass Baby Boomers at 75.3
million, are children of globalization and the great recession.
Overloaded with student debt and mindful of sustainability
they are leading the sharing economy and car usership. And
the third force of urbanization, with a population shifting from
rural to urban areas, is adapting to increased congestion
with smarter city living. Today, 54 per cent of the world’s
population lives in urban areas, projected to increase to 66
per cent by 2050.** Combined, these forces are creating new
consumer expectations of mobility, influencing industry wide
change that is impacting supply chain, sales and operation,
and manufacturing standards.
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NEW PROMISES,
NEW QUESTIONS
Beyond consumer ramifications, the B2B impact will extend to how
consumers finance, service, share, and acquire their vehicles. There
are new go to market forces that are driving change: crowdsourcing,
open-sourced software, and 3D printing are all transforming the
traditional auto industry model. Bricks and mortar dealerships are
becoming virtual showrooms, where customers can use technology
to personalize a unique car from a virtual inventory. In this context,
where and how will the sale be closed? As vehicles produce copious
amounts of data, how can that wealth of information be interpreted to
improve every aspect of the driving experience, prevent recalls, and
shorten the turnaround time for manufacturer enhancements? How
can automakers better utilize cognitive computing to make sense
and innovate based on this unprecedented data stream? How will
connected vehicles, including those designed from spec, be maintained
and upgraded? In this new, open-source environment, where and how
does government regulation apply to ensure safety in the vehicle and
on the road? Furthermore, how can manufacturers safeguard data
securely in an environment heading towards total connectivity? How
will these changes impact insurance coverage as drivers shift between
ownership and use, between driving and being driven?

Image courtesy of Visualhunt
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NEW ANSWERS
There are signs of industry responses. Tesla, mimicking the computer
industry answer to glitches, has launched a seamless operating system
that upgrades the car while its owners sleep. Ford has changed their
entire mission, from a “car” company to a “mobility” company, and at
CES 2015, launched 25 global experiments designed to explore what
people really need from mobility, and how industry can respond.
With immense promise comes immense challenges. The following
pages offer a snapshot of 2016 trends, in which we track innovations
and initiatives that are shaping customer experiences around mobility.
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WHERE WE ARE HEADED:
THE WHEEL THING
Developing new ways to move through our environment are hampered
only by what we can imagine and what can be realized by technology.
From connected vehicles that link us to our homes, work, and other
vehicles, to autonomous cars, that take the wheel; commuter tubes
that run at the speed of sound on magnetic cushioning, to self-driving
bus fleets, solar tricycles, and delivery drones, we are racing towards
an age of sustainable mobility. Here are just some of the ideas of today
and tomorrow that are on the designer’s screens – and possibly in their
driveways.

Image courtesy of Visualhunt

CONNECTED WHEELS
As the devices we carry become the devices that carry us, a broad range of apps is enabling connectivity
to vehicles, old and new, paving the way for the Internet of Things. Apps and devices that plug into the
dashboard provide IOS and Android services ranging from diagnostics, driver assistance, and mobile access
to locating parking spots, auto repair shops, and cheap gas. Mobility is transforming into a customer-focused
experience on the go.

9

CONNECTED WHEELS

A U T O M AT I C L A B S B Y
CONNECTED CAR
The Automatic App and Adapter, from founder and CEO, Thejo Kote,
is one of an extensive portfolio of devices from Automatic Labs. The
device turns any car manufactured after 1996 into a connected car with
its OnBoard Diagnostic System (OBD-2), a dashboard port designed for
service and diagnostics. The device retails for $99.95.
https://www.automatic.com/home/

10
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CONNECTED WHEELS

N A V I G AT I O N B Y W AY R AY
WayRay holographic car navigation works with a smartphone using
gesture and voice command. A proprietary technology called Infinity
Focus enables an augmented reality projection of the route to appear
on the windshield so the driver’s eyes stay on the road. Only the driver
can see the holographic projection, without needing headgear.
https://wayray.com/navion

Image courtesy of WayRay
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CONNECTED WHEELS

A VIRTUAL COCKPIT
The 2016 Audi TT replaces the car’s dials and gauges with a single
Thin Film Transistor (TFT) screen that connects to the car’s infotainment
system. Described as a virtual cockpit, the 12.3-inch display uses
high-resolution graphics with a 3-D style view.
http://www.audi.com/com/brand/en/vorsprung_durch_technik/content/2014/03/
audi-virtual-cockpit.html
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CONNECTED WHEELS

VERIZON HUM

G M ’ S O N S TA R 4 G LT E

Hum by Verizon is a device that plugs into the OBD-2 port and turns an

GM’s OnStar with 4G LTE delivers a complete lifestyle service on the

older vehicle into a connected car. A speaker that clips to the car’s visor

go. Subscribers to AtYourService, through the RemoteLink app, can

and provides ongoing vehicle health assessments, roadside assistance,

activate a search option for offers and sponsored connections in their

and mobile access is also available through an IOS or Android

exact location. Subscribers with a Guidance Plan have access at the

smartphone.

push of the app’s “blue button” to connect to an OnStar advisor for help

http://www.hum.com

with everything from finding a destination to booking a hotel. The app
also offers a full resource of emergency, security, navigation, diagnostic,
and Wi-Fi services through different plans and pricing packages.
https://www.onstar.com

Image courtesy of Verizon / Slash Gear
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CONNECTED WHEELS

A P P L E C A R P L AY

ANDROID AUTO

Car Play’s software utilizes Siri to bring IOS features and apps to life

Google’s software merges the features and apps of Android phones

with voice command and integrates them seamlessly within the car’s

running 5.0 with the car’s infotainment system. The interface offers five

infotainment system. Whether you’re checking Apple Maps, listening to

tabs: home, phone, maps, media, and infotainment, and plugs directly

Spotify, replying to texts, using voice command, or playing Apple Music,

from your smartphone into the car. Using voice recognition and search

the app makes it happen.

technology the app delivers calendar meetings, directions and reads

http://www.apple.com/ios/carplay/

notifications out loud.
https://www.android.com/auto/
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CONNECTED WHEELS

VEER

PA R K B U D

Veer for IOS and Android creates an information-sharing network for

The app’s animated, interactive interface for IOS by German interactive

Boston that helps drivers save money and find cheap parking. Drivers

agency, Wunderstadt, is designed to take the stress out of parking, and

that submit information on local parking options, garages, and lots that

even inject a little fun. Finding a garage or spot, tracking time left on

have reached full capacity benefit from real-time insights. They can also

the meter, and paying for it via SMS is just a start. ParkBud also offers

share the information with friends and participate in a loyalty program

location highlights, a library of parking fees and information, a notepad,

that motivates engagement.

camera and editor, a flashlight and reminders—all customizable.

http://veerapp.com/

Image courtesy of Veer / ParkBud

http://www.parkbud.com/
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CONNECTED WHEELS

PA R K M E PA R K I N G

GAS BUDDY

Find and reserve the closest, cheapest on and off-street parking from a

Check on gas prices by location in real-time throughout North America.

database of 84,000 locations in over 64 countries. You can secure your

Gas Buddy gives drivers the lowdown on the cheapest gas by city,

spot in advance by credit card, get a confirmation, and head to

state, and Canadian province, as well as a trip calculator that assesses

the location. Features include a search engine that calculates the

fuel economy based on tank size and pinpoints the best refill locations

best spot by location, along with driver preferences, navigation to the

along a given route.

parking spot, and a recommendation based on vehicle, length of
stay and location.

http://www.gasbuddy.com/

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/parkme-parking/id417605484?mt=8
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CONNECTED WHEELS

FORD’S SYNC CONCERT
An LTE-based technology, part of Ford Smart Mobility, is part of the
manufacturer’s plan to deliver cars to a connected future. Debuting in
the 2017 Ford Escape, it connects to a built-in modem within the car,
and already includes active park assist, and a lane-keeping technology.
It also incorporates a remote start and a two-step vehicle location
feature, and five years of complimentary service for the technology.
http://fortune.com/2015/11/17/ford-launches-remote-access-smartphone-app/

Image courtesy of Ford Motor Co.
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CONNECTED WHEELS

TESLA MODEL S
Tesla’s over-the-air software improvements deliver a new car as
upgrades are made. Enhanced performance, added functionality and
an improved user experience are designed to give drivers the feel of a
new car in the driveway with every seamless update.
http://www.teslamotors.com/blog/model-s-has-you-covered
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CONNECTED WHEELS

MOBLEY ZTE DONGLE

THE EGG BY EGGCYTE

AT&T’s ZTE Mobley gadget plugs into the car’s OBD-2 system and

Carry your own “personal cloud device” and content on an egg-shaped

transforms any vehicle (post 1996) into a Wi-Fi hotspot, charged by the

device that provides 256GB of storage and Wi-Fi in the palm of your

car. The dongle can power five separate devices and is free when you

hand. The device works with IOS and Android and includes a private

sign up for a two-year AT&T contract, or $100 without the commitment.

messaging “chat” feature, a media streamer on the go, and camera

AT&T users can add the device to their Mobile Share Value plan for a

storage.

monthly fee. Non-members pay extra, depending on the data volume.

http://www.eggcyte.com/

http://recode.net/2015/09/08/new-zte-dongle-turns-older-cars-into-wi-fi-hotspots/

Image courtesy of ATT&T / Eggcyte
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CONNECTED WHEELS

O P E N B AY C O N N E C T
The IOS app lets drivers diagnose and source competitive car repairs
on the go. Using connected car technology, OpenBayConnect gathers
the car’s diagnostic data, connects the information to local mechanics
for competitive repair quotes, and lets the driver book and pay for the
service through the app. Drivers can download the app free and the
auto shop pays 13% for any work completed from app referrals.
https://www.openbay.com/
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CONNECTED WHEELS

VINLI
The 4G LTE device turns vehicles into a high-speed Wi-Fi hotspot
for $199.99 so that every occupant of the car can access media
streaming. A custom portfolio of apps delivers roadside assistance,
provides accident alerts, and enables scheduling and maintenance.
www.vin.li

HYUNDAI VIRTUAL
GUIDE APP
Hyundai was one of the first automakers to launch an augmented reality
app that offers a new take on the owner’s manual. The Hyundai Virtual
Guide was created from consumer survey results. It includes 82 how-to
videos, six 3-D overlay images that appear when users scan areas of
the vehicle, such as the engine bay, and over 50 informational guides.
Available for IOS and Android, the app was launched for the 2015
Sonata with plans to extend it to other models.
http://www.motortrend.com/news/hyundai-augmented-reality-app-couldone-day-replace-owners-manual/

Image courtesy of Vinli / Hyundai
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS
The long-envisioned promise of self-driving cars is fast becoming a reality. Any perceived disadvantages of
self-driving cars is being overshadowed by emerging industries as the technology to create autonomous
vehicles outpaces the infrastructure and regulation required to put them on the road. Meanwhile, a range of
semi and fully autonomous prototypes are being put to the test globally as we shift to a safer drive.
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

GOOGLE, FORD, AND
SELF-DRIVING CARS
A partnership between Ford and Google, announced at CES 2016, gives the
automaker access to Google’s autonomous car software and computing. Google’s 53
self-driving test vehicles, on the roads in California and Texas, have logged around 1.3
million miles. In return, the joint venture gives Google quick traction in the auto sector.
The alliance will advance Ford’s longtime research into its autonomous Fusion Hybrid at
its Silicon Valley research lab, where the automaker is collaborating on 13 tech projects
with Stanford University. Ford also announced plans to add 20 hybrid Ford Fusion
sedans to its current 10-vehicle self-driving test car fleet, on roads in California, Arizona
and Michigan. The fleet will incorporate a lower cost LiDAR sensor—technically the
“eyes” of a self-driving vehicle—made by California-based Velodyne.
https://www.google.com/selfdrivingcar/

Image courtesy of Google
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

MERCEDES-BENZ F015
Luxury is the name of the game. Short of it being a day spa the Mercedes’ F015 Luxury in Motion is a vehicle
designed exclusively for relaxation where the distractions of driving are transformed to the pleasure of leisure on the
road. The comfortable cabin design reimagines the standard car interior as a luxury space.
https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/mercedes-benz/innovation/research-vehicle-f-015-luxury-in-motion/
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

TESLA AUTOPILOT
Tesla’s Model S is equipped with hardware that allows incremental
introduction of self-driving technology. The fully integrated autopilot 7.0
system lets the Model S steer within a lane, change lanes quickly with a tap
of the turn signal, regulate speed, control motors, brakes, and steering, scan
for a parking spot and parallel park on command. While the driver is still in
control of the car, the system delivers intuitive information for enhanced road
safety and upgrades with over-the-air software updates.
https://www.teslamotors.com/blog/your-autopilot-has-arrived

Image courtesy of Tesla Motors
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

GM SUPER CRUISE
GM has launched an automated cruise control feature for the Cadillac
CT6 and CTS that will mark the first semi-autonomous vehicle capable
of hands-free driving at highway speeds. Launched as an assistance
feature to help the driver, GM Super Cruise builds on safety features
already in GM models, such as lane keeping.
http://gmauthority.com/blog/2015/08/2017-cadillac-ct6-super-cruise-techtalked-about-in-depth-video/

SELF-DRIVING
WHEELCHAIR
The Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (CSAIL),
MIT’s largest research laboratory, has developed a prototype of a
wheelchair for “room level location.” The wheelchair uses sensors and
speech recognition to power through learned surroundings introduced
by caregivers. The design promises to transform life for users who have
lost mobility but retain the power of speech.
https://www.csail.mit.edu/videoarchive/research/robo/autonomous-wheelchair
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

N AV I A

Navia’s little autonomous shuttle that could is a 10-passenger EV. A product
of Induct, a French robotics company, the shuttle was developed by father
and son team and former professional racers, Pierre and Max Lefevre, who
are super excited to demo the pre-programmed shuttle’s top speed of
12.5mph for use on college campuses and in corporate parks.
http://www.popularmechanics.com/cars/hybrid-electric/a9912/ces-2014-thenavia-driverless-electric-shuttle-could-be-the-first-autonomous-vehicle-youmeet-16367628/

Image courtesy of Induct Technology
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

NISSAN IDS CONCEPT CAR
Nissan’s carbon fiber vehicle integrates advanced vehicle control and safety techniques
with artificial intelligence. With the flick of a switch on the PD Commander on the
center console, the car’s interior design modes shift between Manual Drive and Piloted
Drive, for sub-highway driving in a single lane. The EV debuted at the Tokyo Motor
Show 2015 with the noble goal of zero traffic accidents, zero emissions, and adoption
within multiple Nissan models by 2020. Piloted Drive 2.0 will add highway speed,
multiple lane changes, and merging capabilities.
http://www.caranddriver.com/news/nissan-ids-concept-revealed-news
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

UBER 2.0:
SELF DRIVING CARS

MERCEDES DAIMLER
CAR2GO

Driverless cars are in Uber’s future, confirms Uber CEO Travis Kalanick.

Mercede’s Car2Go car-sharing services may one day include

How Uber defines “driverless,” however, remains to be seen. A new

self-driving vehicles. Car2Go is expanding to new markets and adding

model of car-pooling, where there’s no “driver” to pay, may be Uber’s

four-door cars to its fleet, but the future of driverless tech doesn’t seem

solution to making their cars cheaper than private cars.

so far away. One day soon drivers may not even have to pick up their

https://stratechery.com/2015/uber-2-0-human-self-driving-cars/

cars. Cars will pick them up.
http://www.autoblog.com/2015/09/18/bmw-mercedes-ponder-challengersuber/#slide-3201667

Image courtesy of UBER / BMW
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

NASA + NISSAN
A five-year research partnership between the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) and Nissan is focused on preparing
autonomous vehicle technology for commercial application. Nissan
plans to roll out autonomous vehicles progressively, for all situations,
including city driving, from 2016 through 2020. “The work of NASA and
Nissan – with one directed to space and the other directed to earth,
is connected by similar challenges,” said Carlos Ghosn, president and
CEO of Nissan Motor Co.
http://nissannews.com/en-US/nissan/usa/releases/nissan-and-nasa-partner-tojointly-develop-and-deploy-autonomous-drive-vehicles-by-end-of-year
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V O LV O O N T H E R O A D
BY 2017
The Swedish automaker plans to launch a “production viable”
autonomous car by 2017 when it will initiate the world’s largest
autonomous driving trial. Volvo’s “Drive Me” pilot program will give real
people 100 fully autonomous vehicles in the company’s home base of
Gothenberg, Sweden.
http://blog.caranddriver.com/volvo-has-a-production-viable-autonomouscar-will-put-it-on-the-road-by-2017/

Image courtesy of NissanNews.com / Car And Driver Magazine

AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

AUTONOMOS BRAINDRIVE
Ready to control your car with your mind? Autonomous Labs in Berlin is testdriving a brain-powered, modified VW Passat called MadeinGermany. Using
a wireless headset, Bioelectric signals are turned into patterns that become
directions for your car. While MadeinGermany isn’t quite ready for the road, it
certainly makes you think.
http://autonomos-labs.com/projects/past-projects/braindriver/

Image courtesy of AutoNOMOS Labs
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AUTONOMOUS WHEELS

BAIDU

G M C H E V R O L E T V O LT

Baidu, known as the Google of China, has produced its first self-driving

GM is so serious about leading innovation in the autonomous car

car. With a go-to-market strategy that differs slightly from its chief

market that it’s turning its technical campus in Warren, MI into a test

rival, Alphabet (Google’s holding company), Baidu plans to launch its

center for its fleet of self-driving, plug-in, gas-electric hybrid Chevrolet

autonomous vehicles on limited, easier routes to reduce challenges. The

Volts. While the $1-billion renovation of the campus is underway, GM

company’s goal is to have 80 percent of its cars be self-driving in the

won’t miss any opportunities to learn. It plans to study how employees

next three years.

navigate the construction site in their self-driving cars.

http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/12/30/baidu-inc-takes-another-stepbeyond-search-with-au.aspx
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http://www.providencejournal.com/article/20151004/ENTERTAINMENTLIFE/151009803

Image courtesy of Baidu / GM

GREENER WHEELS
The next generation of mobility options, designed to use alternative fuels, renewable energy sources, advanced
technologies, and innovation are enabling transportation concepts that are less harmful to the planet. By
October 2015, there were 375,000 electric vehicles on the road in the U.S. California is leading the way for a
charging infrastructure across the state as eco-friendly mobility advances towards universal adoption.
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GREENER WHEELS

IMMORTUS
Australian start-up EVX, together with researchers from the
Electric Vehicle R&D Group at the Swinburne University of
Technology in Australia, created this super luxury prototype.
Powered by electricity and solar paneling on the roof, the car
draws its charge for long distance trips from the sun. The
combined battery and solar range is around 550 km at an
average 85kph.
http://www.evxventures.com/the-immortus.html
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GREENER WHEELS

FA R A D Y F U T U R E
The need for speed and sustainability meet in the Faraday Future’s
electric concept car. “You don’t have to sacrifice anything for being
sustainable,” said Richard Kim, head of design for Faraday Future.
“This is a 100% sustainable, electric, non-polluting vehicle, and it
can be as dynamic as 1,000 horsepower.” The car goes from 0-6- in
under three seconds, which offers a glimpse into what to expect from
Faraday’s production car, set to go on sale in two years.
http://faradayfuture.com

Image courtesy of Faraday Future
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GREENER WHEELS

TESLA MODEL 3
Plan on seeing one million Tesla vehicles on the road by 2020.Tesla’s 200-mile electric car, the Model 3, is due in
March 2016 for pre-order at a relatively affordable price of $35,000. Tesla is banking on the vehicle’s lithium-ion
battery technology becoming the primary fuel of the future for light cars.
http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1100697_most-tesla-engineers-now-working-on-model-3-executive
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GREENER WHEELS

BMW GINA LIGHT
V I S I O N A RY M O D E L
Science fiction comes to life with this lycra-covered, shape shifting sports car from
BMW, that’s installed in the BMW Museum in Munich. GINA stands for “Geometry
and functions in ‘N’ Adaptations,” a fancy way of saying there were no rules around
the design, with innovation and individuality as the goal. The car’s skeleton is
controlled by electro-hydraulic devices that change the car’s shape.
http://www.autoblog.com/2008/06/10/bmw-gina-light-visionary-model-revealed/

Image courtesy of BMW
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GREENER WHEELS

PORSCHE MISSION E
The luxury brand has developed a four-seat roadster with a 310-mile range and batteries that can be
charged to 80 percent in just 15 minutes. Porsche has invested in improved battery technology and the
winning performance of its 919 Hybrid at 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2015 had a big impact on the Mission E.
No price yet but plan to see the vehicle on the road in the near future.
http://arstechnica.com/cars/2015/09/porsche-takes-aim-at-tesla-with-new-300-mile-range-mission-e
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Image courtesy of Porsche AG

GREENER WHEELS

T O Y O TA’ S M I R A I
Mirai means ‘future’ in Japanese. The result of 23 years in development reaches 60mph in
9.4 seconds, runs on hydrogen fueling, with a range of 300 miles, and takes just five minutes
to refuel. The only emissions it produces are water. Priced around $60,000, Mirai vehicles are
already on sale in Japan. Eight California dealers are scheduled to deliver 200 Mirais by the start
of 2016, with plans for another 2,800 cars over the next two years.
https://ssl.toyota.com/mirai/fcv.html

Image courtesy of Toyota
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GREENER WHEELS

SUNNYCLIST
The three passenger, solar-electric tricycle featuring an aluminum frame uses a solar panel on the roof, a lithium iron
phosphate battery, and a Shimano crankset with SPD pedals at the driver’s feet as an alternate charging device. Passengers
with a specially developed bike frame can get in on the charging action while exercising at home using detachable pedal
packs that double as an electric power generating tool.
http://www.gizmag.com/sunnyclist-tricycle-solar-pedal-power-indiegogo/40534/?li_source=LI&li_medium=default-widget
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Image courtesy of Sunnyclist

GREENER WHEELS

CHARGING STATIONS

PLUGSHARE (U.S.)

CHARGEMAP (GLOBAL)

Plugshare is a software and services company that’s on a mission to

Charging your electric vehicle is easy thanks to Charge Map, an online

accelerate the Plug-In Revolution. Providing a support infrastructure that

community that guides EV drivers to over 84, 045 charging points.

is designed to increase adoption of plug-in car technology, Plugshare

Information is shared between drivers in real-time, so there’s always

offers its app users access to more than 63,000 charging stations rated

help when your battery is low.

by over 267,000 users.

https://chargemap.com/

http://www.plugshare.com/

Image courtesy of Plugshare / ChargeMap
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GREENER WHEELS

CHARGING STATIONS

PLUGLESS

KENGURU

Just parking your car will recharge your battery with Plugless. Once

A Wheelchair Accessible Electric Vehicle is ready for release from

the system is installed and paired with your car, you simply drive over a

tech company, Kenguru. At just seven feet by five feet, the car travels

Parking Pad to charge your EV.

approximately 60 miles at 25 mph and is designed so that wheelchairs

https://www.pluglesspower.com

can roll into the vehicle through a rear hatch. The driver controls the car
with motorcycle-like handlebars. It’s expected to retail for $25,000.
http://www.kenguru.com/
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Image courtesy of Plugless / Kenguru

SHARED WHEELS
Thanks to advanced technologies, the sharing economy is putting supply and demand in mobility to great
use, connecting drivers who have seats to spare with passengers who need them. From taxi services, to the
creative use of personal vehicles, to automakers creating a network for owners to rent out their cars, the trend
is transforming the concept of ownership through multiple creative applications.
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SHARED WHEELS

CLUTCH
Flipping is the operative term used in Clutch’s monthly subscription service. Members
pay $800 for Pioneer and $1,300 for Adventurer to ‘flip’ their car, insurance included,
to get a different ride for a different occasion. Users download the Clutch app, select
their package, schedule the rides they want, and ‘get flipped,’ that is, their car choice is
delivered, be it for a sporty outing, a commute, or a family trip.
http://www.driveclutch.com
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SHARED WHEELS

BLABLACAR
Founded in 2006, the Paris-based company connects empty car seats with riders.
Unlike typical ride-sharing services, the mission is to help save money, not make it, so
the eight million current European participants are barred from making a profit. Both
parties pay less than they would for public transportation. The driver posts a price per
seat, people pay up front and the company takes 12%. The company name refers to the
level of chat that drivers want during the trip, ranging from “bla” to “blablabla.”
https://www.blablacar.co.uk/

Image courtesy of BlaBlaCar
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SHARED WHEELS

SMART ROUTES BY UBER
Except for the fact that it’s a private car, this on-demand service looks like a private bus,
sounds like a private bus, and works like a private bus. The extension of Uber Pool lets
drivers share and split the cost of a ride to the same destination. Additional passengers
can join the ride along a pre-programmed route for a discounted fare. Uber is testing the
service out in San Francisco.
http://www.uber.com
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SHARED WHEELS

LY F T
GM’s recent $500 million investment in Lyft, the popular and quirky
competitor to Uber, valued the San Francisco ride sharing company at
$4.5 billion. The move goes beyond finance. GM is joining Google, Tesla,
and Uber in a bid to advance its research and develop a network of ondemand self-driving cars. The auto maker will also work with Lyft to create
short-term car rental hubs across the U.S. where drivers who do not own
a vehicle can pick up a car and drive for Lyft to earn money. The ease
and strength of the brand is serving to further the trial and acceptance of
ride-sharing experiences and building new waves of brand loyalists.
https://www.lyft.com/

Image courtesy of Lyft
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SHARED WHEELS

BMW DRIVENOW

FORD PEER-2-PEER

Not only is driving a challenge in San Francisco, so is parking. BMW’s

Ford’s Peer-2-Peer Car Sharing, which is kicking off in six US cities, is

DriveNow solves both, letting 450,000 subscribers use company-owned

an innovative way to tap into pro-sharing consumer sentiment, while

BMW’s and MINI’s (including electric models in San Francisco) and

building brand loyalty. Ford owners will benefit from help with financing,

take advantage of dedicated street parking spots in the Mission District

offsetting monthly payments, and getting around town for short periods

with others coming soon. Offering spontaneity that other short-term

of time. The auto manufacturer will invite 14,000 customers in the

renters, like Zipcar, can’t match, DriveNow lets you book your car just

US and 12,000 who financed their cars through Ford Credit to use

15 minutes in advance. You can choose from a luxury all-electric fleet

Getaround software to rent out their cars in the U.S. The software/

with more than 70 BMW ActiveE all-electric cars (based on the BMW 1

hardware/ financing solution can offer a real point of difference for Ford

Series Coupe) with a range of about 100 miles before they need to be

owners. “As most vehicles are parked and out of use much of the time,

charged. This follows a successful roll-out in Germany, with over 3000

this can help us gauge our customers’ desires to pick up extra cash

BMW ‘sharing’ vehicles – and parking – in use.

and keep their vehicles in use,” said David McClelland, Ford Credit Vice

http://www.drive-nowusa.com/

President of Marketing in a statement.
https://media.ford.com/content/fordmedia/fna/us/en/news/2015/06/23/
ford-smart-mobility-shifts-from-research-to-implementation.html
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SHARED WHEELS

G E TA R O U N D
More than ride-sharing, GetAround offers short-term rentals of all kinds
of vehicles, starting at as low as $5 per hour. The peer-to-peer rental
model frees GetAround from the burden of maintaining a fleet and
incentivizes local owners to grow the model.
https://www.getaround.com/

CITY CAR SHARE
(NON PROFIT)
A non-profit model, centered in the San Francisco Bay area, drivers
join and save on owning a vehicle and all its affiliated costs including
insurance, parking, depreciation, even gas prices. It goes head to
head with ownership, saying that the average cost of owning a car in
the U.S. is $740 a month. Its pro-social mission states its goals are
not to make a profit but to reduce environmental impact. According to
their homepage, they plan to take 20,000 vehicles off the roads in San
Francisco alone by 2020.
https://citycarshare.org/

Image courtesy of Elembe Design / City Car Share
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SHARED WHEELS

GETT (NYC)
Get is a global ride-sharing company, another vibrant
competitor to category leader Uber. In NYC, its first
American expansion, Gett is aggressively targeting
the surge pricing that Uber and other ride sharing
companies sometimes enact. In fact, as recently as New
Year’s Eve 2016, the New York Daily News reported,
“Revelers around the country rang in the new year with
Champagne, confetti—and complaints about Uber’s
surge pricing.”
http://gett.com/nyc/
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SHARED WHEELS

TURO

SCOOT NETWORKS

Formerly known as Relay Rides, and rebranded as Turo in November of

Scoot is bringing a taste of “Roman Holiday” to the bay area with a

2015, this venture brings the AirBNB model to rental cars in a host of

fleet of shareable electric scooters that riders can use to get anywhere

new ways. Offering $1 Million in insurance and airport parking, Turo lets

in San Francisco. These smartphone-activated bright red scooters

you rent from people in your area, or where you’re travelling. Originally

called “scoots” give quick, affordable mobility to city dwellers without

focusing on short-term Zipcar-type rentals, it partnered with OnStar but

the cost or hassle of owning a traditional car. No motorcycle license is

discontinued the partnership when it saw the longer-term rental segment

needed, Scoot maintains them, and they even teach you how to ride

growing. Turo offers economy, as well as a feeling of customization with

them. Rides start at $3.00. A perfect solution to crowded city mobility,

a personalized range of vehicles from the practical to the exotic – a

the model is poised to expand to other urban centers, providing

personal, local car rental experience with the technological comfort and

fast, cheap, and easy to park transportation that is also clean and

security of state-of-the-art apps and security. It has received $52.5M in

efficient. They are good for the air and the climate, as well as reducing

funding from Canaan Partners, August Capital, Google Ventures, Shasta

congestion and parking problems.

Ventures, and Trinity Ventures.

http://www.scootnetworks.com

www.turo.com
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SHARED WHEELS

FLIGHT CAR
WANTS TO RENT
YOUR CAR
Get paid to rent your car. In addition to free airport parking
and a car wash, members of FlightCar get compensated
for each mile driven by the FlightCar member that rents
their vehicle. The peer-to-peer car sharing service lets
owners make money on their idle cars while offering
convenience to renters.
http://thenextweb.com/insider/2013/08/05/airport-car-sharingstartup-flightcar-will-pay-you-up-to-400-per-month-to-rent-outyour-car/
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Image courtesy of FlightCar

CLONE WHEELS
This innovation could be perceived as a nightmare or a dream come true, depending on the context.
Telepresence robots mean never having to say you can’t make a meeting with a technology platform. It’s akin
to a smartphone on wheels, letting you put your best face forward and be “everywhere” from “anywhere.”
It’s a liberating concept that could disrupt business travel and bring progress to education, healthcare, and
virtually any other industry when your physical presence can be easily supplanted by your interactive self,
on wheels.
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CLONE WHEELS

D O M I N O D E L I V E RY D R O N E /
AND DOMI-NO-DRIVER
There’s nothing worse than cold pizza. Except maybe boring pizza. And Dominos is
using new kinds of mobility to address both. The Delivery Drone flies a hot “pie” right to
the spot, to hit the spot. Being tested in the UK now, it will eliminate traffic snarls, and
where’s my delivery stomach growls. And for the “wow” factor, Domino’s has taken the
delivery truck out of the picture all together. With the Domi-No-Driver, an autonomous
scooter pulls up to the curb on its own, letting customers come out and open the
insulated cargo to help themselves. It’s in test in the UK.
https://www.dominos.co.uk/blog/dominos-rolls-out-driverless-delivery-vehicles/
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CLONE WHEELS

BEAM PRO
F R O M S U I TA B L E T E C H N O L O G I E S
Conference calls may be a thing of the past. Beam Pro lets you do a virtual walk down
the hall, stroll through a factory asking questions, or, who knows, play soccer? It’s a
kind of high definition tablet on wheels, with your face at face height and wheels that
pilot “you” around from anywhere. No more plane tickets. No more airport rides, or taxi
rides, or visits. It lets you see, talk, and virtually “be” there – wherever there is, from
wherever you are. As Jacob Ward from Popular Science put it, “Rather than wait for my
colleagues to teleconference me, I can roll off and join them.”
https://suitabletech.com/beam/

Image courtesy of Beam Pro
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CLONE WHEELS

ANYBOTS
The virtual face-to-face is enabled with a user’s “personal remote avatar”
delivered via robot. The Anybot connects to your computer and uses a browser
interface to connect you to a sturdy, self-balancing platform so you can be in
geographically diverse places, when you can’t.
https://www.anybots.com/
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CLONE WHEELS

DOUBLE ROBOTICS
This allows you to double yourself and appear virtually in any meeting
room anywhere. It utilizes a standard tablet computer and combined with
a Segway-like mobility system and a wide-angle camera gives anyone the
ability to work anywhere. It’s as close to “Beam me up” as we can get at
the moment. Called a telepresence bot, the Double Robotics zips around
at your command, and lets you see and be seen, without as much as
setting foot in a car or taxi.
http://www.doublerobotics.com/

Image courtesy of Double Robotics
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MAKER WHEELS
3-D printing is a game changer, enabling the local manufacture of individual parts from lighter materials
that can be assembled to create a vehicle on the spot. The technology is disrupting the traditional auto
manufacturing model and expanding the design of vehicles to anyone with an idea, bringing community-led,
crowd-sourced innovation to mobility. As 3-D printing software is developed and new materials are added to
the process, additive manufacturing is primed to go far beyond prototypes. Road ready, sustainable vehicles
that can be printed locally, are quicker and cheaper to make, they’re easy to personalize, and they’re set to
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revolutionize mobility.

MAKER WHEELS

LM3D
The LM3D Swim aims to become the first 3D-printed
electric production car to market. Pre-sales of the Local
Motors car are expected to start in spring 2016 with a
targeted MSRP of $53,000. 75 percent of the LM3D Swim
is 3D-printed, with plans to increase that to 90 percent.
The car’s ABS plastic and carbon fiber design was
crowd-sourced through a Local Motors community,
including Jay Leno. Kevin Lo of Portland, OR, is the
winner of the design challenge, hosted on IO, the
Local Motors open innovation platform.
https://localmotors.com/3d-printed-car/

Image courtesy of Local Motors
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MAKER WHEELS

THE BLADE
Using 3-D printed aluminum nodes that interconnect like
Lego pieces, the chassis of the gas-powered supercar
from Divergent Microfactories weighs just 61 pounds. The
nodes can be assembled, post-printing, in just minutes,
and the car reaches 60 mph in under 2.2 seconds. CEO
Kevin Czinger plans to overhaul the car manufacturing
process towards this greener, more sustainable model
with a printable car of the future.
http://3dprint.com/74810/3d-printed-supercar-blade/
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POD WHEELS
The pod combines the protective chassis of a car with the balance, agility, and speed of a motorbike.
The slimmer, more versatile ride is a promising option for congested urban environments.
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POD WHEELS

T O Y O TA : T H E I - R O A D
Built for weaving around traffic, Toyota’s i-Road EV pod is a
compact cross between a motorcycle and a car. Positioned
as a new concept in modern mobility, the three-wheeled
vehicle leans like a motorcycle and maneuvers on wheels
that move up and down, independent of one another as the
driver steers, a movement that’s been compared to skiing.
The environmentally friendly option is powered by lithium-ion
batteries and travels approximately 50km on one charge.
http://www.toyota-global.com/
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POD WHEELS

LIT MOTORS C-1
The electric, two-wheel prototype is a combination of a motorbike and a
car. Two gyroscopes prevent the C-1 from tipping, while the slim chassis
makes it ideal for zipping through congested traffic – think emerging
markets with young, tech-savvy consumers. Once in production the aim
is a top speed of 100 mph for a price tag of $24,000 that will ultimately
drop to $12,000 in the U.S. and $5,000 in Asia.
http://litmotors.com/

Image courtesy of LIT Motors
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POD WHEELS

THE PERSUASIVE
More bikelike than carlike, the Persuasive Electric Vehicle is a three-wheeler with
an electric motor and self-driving capabilities that’s designed for bike lanes and
positioned as part of a strategy from MIT’s Media Lab to reimagine life in denser
cities of the future. The vehicle can even autonomously travel to given pickup points
to meet its passengers.
https://slice.mit.edu/2015/10/26/a-vehicle-for-the-future/
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POD WHEELS

CHEVY EN-V

2.0

The vehicle featured in the Disney movie Tomorrowland isn’t so far away. The
environmentally conscious “Electric Networked Vehicle,” updated from the original
EN-V, aligns with GM’s vision for sustainable urban mobility. The zero-emission
vehicle can travel up to 40 kilometers on a single charge, making it perfect for most
daily commutes.
http://www.autoconnectedcar.com/2014/09/gm-demos-self-driving-micro-car-in-detroitchevy-en-v-2-0/

Image courtesy of General Motors
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POD WHEELS

NISSAN PIVO
Nissan Pivo, with inbuilt Robot HD, launched at the Tokyo Motor Show in 2005
the concept is a rotary cabin 360 on a 4-wheel chassis that’s easier to park and
powered by a lithium-ion battery.
http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/PIVO2/
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PEDI WHEELS
Human-powered vehicles, combined with advanced technologies, powered by renewable energy sources
are extending the mobility range. Hybrids, including electric bikes, powered segways, and battery operated,
solar-vehicles, are shifting riders to more accessible and sustainable transportation models.
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PEDI WHEELS

HOVERTRAX & SOLOWHEEL
Hovertrax has taken the gyro-balancing personal propulsion technology of the original
Segway and made it more portable, and more personal. Standing on it with both feet,
users can quickly and easily learn to move around town, with a charge that lasts up to
five hours. The Solowheel takes personal propulsion to a new, safer level. Using gyrobalancing, the single wheeled “vehicle” has extended battery life, is Bluetooth enabled,
charges quickly and is light to carry. Although the learning curve is a bit steeper than
the Hovertrax, it is a remarkably effective way to cover short distances. The US version
is priced at $2,995 and its 2000 W motor has a maximum speed of 16 km/hr, all at a
remarkably light weight of 6 kg.
http://solowheel.com/product/hovertrax
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PEDI WHEELS

INU: URBAN MOBILITY SCOOTERS
Stylish, and efficient, this urban mobility scooter folds on command, using voice command, gesture,
or your smartphone. It has a comfortable seat, stable, shock-absorbing wheels, and folds easily to be
stowed for public transport.
http://www.psfk.com/2015/01/personal-transit-vehicles.html

Image courtesy of INU
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PEDI WHEELS

MAHINDRE: GENZE
This electric scooter is an eco-friendly vehicle that addresses
the typical scooter pain points of parking, gas, and weight. Key
specs include a 7-inch touch screen display and a removable,
rechargeable battery that can be charged at any 110v outlet. The
scooter speed tops out at 30 mph and can go 30 miles on a full
charge. While license requirements may vary by state, most will not
require a full motorcycle license for operation. The GenZe will be
built domestically in Ann Arbor, Michigan and launch in March 2015
in California and Oregon.
http://www.psfk.com/2015/01/personal-transit-vehicles.html
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PEDI WHEELS

PUMA: GENERAL MOTORS
A N D S E G W AY
Segway’s P.U.M.A. (Personal Urban Mobility & Accessibility) prototype takes the access and
mobility of the Segway and propels it forward faster with digital interfaces that make it a truly
viable mobility machine for getting around cities safely and economically. In partnership with
General Motors, the P.U.M.A. safely moves at 25-35 mph in the city, and can travel up to 35
miles on one charge. It accommodates two riders and lets them sit in seats similar to those in
an automobile.
http://www.segway.com/puma/

Image courtesy of Segway
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PEDI WHEELS

BLAZE BIKE
Emily Brookes, a student at the University of Brighton in the U.K., devised a way to counter
79% of “car ploughing into bike” accidents. Four years after designing the Blaze Laserlight and
funding it through Kickstarter it is available in the U.S. for $125. The Blaze Laserlight combines
300 lumen LED light and laser to project a bike symbol onto the road almost 20 feet ahead of
the cyclist. With quick on/off mounting capability, the device is USB chargeable and provides up
to 13 hours of light on each full charge.
http://blaze.cc/laserlight/
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PEDI WHEELS

T H E P H Y S I C S PA C K A G E ™
C3FT™
As urban cycling becomes more and more of an option for commuters,
policing the three-foot separation between cars, and trucks and bikes
becomes more important than ever. The C3FT ™ from Codaxus LLC, in
Austin, TX, is a bicycle-mounted electronic device for a cyclist’s handlebars.
It uses an ultrasonic sonar detector on an adjustable arm to take immediate
distance measurement and transmits information on a numeric display. It
also includes an optional video camera to record activity on the road or the
display. It can provide vital technological proof of drivers infringing on the
three-foot zone, further increasing the safety and viability of cycling as a way
of getting around urban areas.
http://codaxus.com/c3ft/

Image courtesy of City Lab
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PEDI WHEELS

OPTIBIKE
The electric bike offers traditional pedal power with electric
assist on hills and long stretches, delivering the benefits of
a motorbike and physical workout in one eco-friendly bike.
Models range from $3500 to $11,000. Optibike founder, Jim
Turner, a design engineer and two-time Motocross National
Champion, has combined craftsmanship and technology to
power a new form of bike.
https://optibike.com/benefits
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HOME ON WHEELS
Connectivity and a new mindset towards smaller, more sustainable living, is turning Jack Kerouac’s dream
into a reality. From Tiny Homes on wheels that pack a mortgage-free life into 300 square feet to urban work
mules that put your business on wheels, the concept reinvents the 19th-century caravans headed west in
search of a new frontier.
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HOME ON WHEELS

TINY HOUSE MOVEMENT
It’s not quite there yet, but think of it as a connected, sustainable car
that you live in. There is an increasing trend towards reducing one’s
worldly possessions to a living space of just 400 square feet, and many
are beginning to include mobility and the freedom to roam. A caveat
is the government regulation that differentiates a permanent dwelling
to one on wheels, that oversees where Tiny Houses can settle on a
permanent basis. In the interim, the mortgage free version of Jack
Kerouac’s dream deserves a mention as we look to a future in which
mobility and home become one and the same thing.
http://tinyhousecommunity.com/guidelines.htm
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HOME ON WHEELS

2 1 S T C E N T U RY M U L E
BY IDEO
Why travel to work when work can easily come to you? That’s the
premise of three concepts presented by Ideo’s Future of Automobility
project that explore driverless cars, trucks, and workspaces. 21st
Century Mules.
http://automobility.ideo.com/

Image courtesy of IDEO
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PUBLIC WHEELS
Even though many cities around the world are anchored in old transportation infrastructure, the radical changes
taking place in personal vehicles are extending slowly to mass transit systems around the world. As urban
populations will swell from 2.9 to 4.9 billion through 2030, the challenge of moving large numbers of people
around safely, with reduced pollution, for less cost, is shaping the design of smarter public transportation.
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PUBLIC WHEELS

ROBOT BUSES
EZ10 driverless buses from the Easymile company encourage passengers to bypass the personal car or taxi for
the last mile of their commute. Already in use in Europe, and set to launch in Spain, the fully electric, 10-passenger
vehicles use a pre-programmed route via GPS and laser sensors to avoid obstacles in their path.
http://easymile.com/

Image courtesy of EasyMile
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PUBLIC WHEELS

SWISS SELF-DRIVING BUSES
The Swiss city of Sion is about to begin a two-year trial of two autonomous buses
from startup Best Mile. Operated by SwissPost, transport is the goal of these
driverless shuttles, which are designed to cover that last gap between a subway stop
and home. Driving on known routes, the buses follow detailed internal maps and
provide convenience without putting extra vehicles on the road.
https://bestmile.com/2015/11/04/sion/
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PUBLIC WHEELS

SINGAPORE
More than two million people ride Singapore’s buses each day. Now, a new interactive
map visualizes real-time information for every route for total transparency. Showing
how many people get on and off at each stop every minute, how close the bus is,
and how long travel is between stations, data becomes mobility, as the long moments
“waiting for the bus” are swapped with visual and tangible insight, to better plan and
better get around this bustling urban environment.
http://senseable.mit.edu/visual-explorations-urban-mobility/touching-bus-rides.html

Image courtesy of MIT
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PUBLIC WHEELS

OLEV
Online Electric Vehicle (OLEV) technology created by Korea’s Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST)
has developed the electric road: an electromagnetic field embedded in cables below the road’s surface. Pickups
attached to the floor of buses that run in Gumi, South Korea, convert the energy into electricity and charge the buses
as they drive. The cost of the investment has outweighed the expense of maintaining the status quo to such an extent
that the technology is being rolled out in other cities.
http://www.gizmag.com/future-transport/22959/
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PUBLIC WHEELS

NEW TUBE FOR LONDON
The London Underground transports between three and four million people
a day. It is currently being completely redesigned and reconfigured for
the next forty years. Lighter, faster, and more reliable rolling stock is being
combined with plans for automation to synchronize, speed, and increase
safety on every line. The deep tube lines of Piccadilly and Bakerloo are
starting the process, paving the way for automated trains, which can allow
for a 60% increase in traffic, without missing a stop.
http://www.londonreconnections.com/2014/new-tube-london-driverless-train-driver/

Image courtesy of Transport for London
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PUBLIC WHEELS

THE SOLAR BULLET PROJECT
IN ARIZONA
Arizona will get a 220 mph bullet train if Solar Bullet founders and entrepreneurs,
Bill Gaither and Raymond Wright achieve their vision. They are laying the
groundwork for the high-speed train that would serve stations, including
Chandler, Maricopa, Casa Grande, Eloy, Red Rock and Marana, and eventually,
Mexico City. The train would need 110 megawatts of electricity, generated by
solar panels mounted above the tracks.
http://inhabitat.com/transportation-tuesday-arizona-startup-unveils-solar-bullet-train/
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PUBLIC WHEELS

LA METRO’S CONNECTED
B U S S H E LT E R
What works in cars should also work for public transportation. L.A. is
attempting to level the playing field with a pilot program that introduces
WI-FI to its bus shelters. If implemented broadly in the long term, the
program could also transform bus shelters in all neighborhoods into
safety and communication hubs.
http://www.psfk.com/2015/09/la-metro-launches-connected-bus-shelters-losangeles-transportation.html

Image courtesy of PSFK / Sutterstock
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PUBLIC WHEELS

PROJECT SARTRE
A collective effort, funded by the European Union, recently tried out its
initiative on a Spanish motorway for the first time. Created by a consortium
of companies, that includes Volvo Trucks, the concept is to create a convoy
with a lead car, driven by a human. Each car within the caravan is connected
with wireless technology, including cameras, laser sensors, advanced
software, radar, and GPS-based technology, so that each car in the convoy
replicates the actions of the lead driver.
http://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/project-sartre-volvo-road-train-travels-120miles-autonomously-in-spain/
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PUBLIC WHEELS

HONOLULU’S DRIVERLESS
TRANSIT SYSTEM
Honolulu may conjure images of tropical paradise, but not if you’re caught in
its notorious traffic. To relieve that, the city is introducing America’s first fully
automated bus system, an elevated 20-mile track that is projected to reduce
traffic by 18% and take some 40,000 vehicles off the road. It will also add the
proven efficiency of automation through data power that lets a central control
organize rides and riders. While it’s the first system of its kind in America,
automation of mass transit has proven effective globally. Notably, a 2012
transition of Paris’s oldest and busiest subway line immediately resulted in a
25% increase in ridership per hour. Say Aloha to the future of urban mobility.
http://www.citylab.com/tech/2014/09/honolulu-is-building-americas-first-fullydriverless-transit-system/380292/

Image courtesy of Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation
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PUBLIC WHEELS

BERLIN ON WHEELS IN 2030
What would a seamless, safe, efficient and affordable urban mobility system look like in
Berlin 2030? Such was the goal of the Local Motors challenge reminding entrants that
the “ system mattered more than car. Mobility service mattered more than ownership.”
The challenge attracted 81 innovative and futuristic entries, including a bicycle tree for
storage, for a range of categories.
https://localmotors.com/localmotors/urban-mobility-challenge-berlin-2030/brief/
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PUBLIC WHEELS

DART
The DART service in Dallas has added UBER to its mobile
app in a bid to give riders an added way to get home. The
service is also taking root in Atlanta, LA, and Minneapolis as
transit systems work with Uber as part of a “guaranteed ride
home” program. Other cities, including Seattle and Tampa, are
discussing similar arrangements that would essentially extend
their offering, using Uber as a way to get to and from transit
stops. The goal is to add value to transit and reduce solo
commutes.
http://www.citylab.com/cityfixer/2015/08/uber-and-public-transit-aretrying-to-get-along/400283/

Image courtesy of UBER
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WEARABLE WHEELS
Wearable devices are impacting mobility options as automakers and innovators develop new devices, including
smartwatches, to control different aspects of the ride. From checking the car from afar, to remote options,
the concept is shaping new relationships as automakers and technology companies form new partnerships
to explore the possibilities.
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WEARABLE WHEELS

VIPER
Control your car with your Smartwatch. Using
your Apple Watch or Android Wear device, Viper
SmartStart lets you remotely start your car so you
can adjust the temperature before you get in. You
can also locate your car and lock and unlock it at
greater ranges than with a key fob.
http://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/viper-smartstartapp-based-remote-start-system/#/2

MERCEDES &
PEBBLE

V O LV O ’ S
ON CALL APP

fuel levels, location, door lock status and more

thanks to a new partnership with Microsoft. Cars

with the Pebble Smartwatch. Using Bluetooth

will respond to specific spoken phrases, such

technology, the Pebble Smartwatch connects

as “Prepare my Volvo,” using the Volvo On Call

to your iOS and Android device, allowing you to

app on the Microsoft Band 2. The On Call app

receive incoming calls, emails, text messages and

lets users access their car’s dashboard, door

diagnostics alerts.

lock status, and receive maintenance warnings,

Mercedes-Benz owners can monitor their car’s

http://betakit.com/pebble-unveils-smartwatch-formercedes-benz-drivers-at-ces-2014/

Image courtesy of Jeremy Kaplan/Digital Trends / Mercedes-Benz / Volvo

Volvo owners can now talk to their vehicles

roadside assistance, emergency support, and
theft alerts.
http://www.volvocars.com/intl/own/
owner-info/volvo-on-call
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WEARABLE WHEELS

NIGHT RUNNER 270°
SHOE LIGHTS
The future of mobility via your own two feet has been enhanced by
Night Runner 270° Shoe Lights that make evening runs safer. The
bilateral, waterproof device uses LED light and attaches to your
shoelaces for 270-degrees of visibility, up to 30 meters away, including
back-facing tail lights. The patent-pending device weighs just 1.5
ounces, uses rechargeable batteries with a micro-USB port and retails
for $59.95.
http://nightrunner270.com/products/night-runner-shoe-light
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WEARABLE WHEELS

ELEMENT BY
W AY R AY
WayRay is a Swiss-based innovator working with AR to create an
interactive wearable that’s like a fitness tracker for your driving habits.
The interface provides a visual readout of driving stats: mileage, gas
expenditure, and average speed. It also coaches your driving with
Autoyoga and creates a unique visualization of your drive.
https://wayray.com/

Image courtesy of WayRay
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WEARABLE WHEELS

Who needs car keys when you’ve got an Apple Watch?
These apps let you operate your car from your wrist…

BMW iREMOTE

AUDI AND LG

Drivers of the BMW i-Series hybrid can manage a car’s temperature,

Start your engine with a tap using a new smartwatch from Audi and LG.

remotely open doors, and check car settings, all with their Apple Watch.

Details are still quiet, but the smartwatch has already proved its ability to

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bmw-i-remote-north-america/id849188616?mt=8

start a self-driving Audi Prologue.
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2474859,00.asp
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WEARABLE WHEELS

N I S S A N N I S M O W AT C H

MYFORD MOBILE APP

There are a lot of smartwatches that let you control various features

Drivers of Ford electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles can check their

of your car, but Nissan wants to go a step further. The Nissan Nismo

battery status, unlock their doors, and get a driving score from their

Watch will monitor your car and you. It sends wearers warnings about

last trip using the MyFord Mobile app for smartwatches. They can also

speed and excessive heart rates.

check mileage, precondition their vehicle cabin, and get directions back

http://www.cnet.com/news/nissan-smartwatch-links-car-and-driver/

to their car when they’ve lost it in a parking lot.
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2474859,00.asp

Image courtesy of Mashable / Automobile Magazine
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WEARABLE WHEELS

GOOGLE GLASS
IN DUBAI
Google Glass is helping police in Dubai to fight crime. Officers equipped
with Google Glass can identify drivers with outstanding warrants
through their number plates. But this is just the start of a bigger initiative
introduced last October by Dubai to form the “smartest” police stations
in the world by 2018.
http://www.arabianbusiness.com/google-glass-helps-dubai-police-issue-60fines-587173.html
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NO WHEELS
If it moves it’s being reimagined. The following examples of eco-friendly innovations demonstrate how
advanced technologies, combined with the need for sustainable, low cost mobility options are powering new
ways to get us around the planet, and possibly, the universe.
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NO WHEELS

FA L C O N 9
Space tourism is a step closer to becoming a reality. SpaceX CEO and
founder Elon Musk has accomplished his mission to land a reusable rocket
on earth upon the Falcon 9’s return from delivering satellites into orbit. Musk
joins other entrepreneurs, including Jeff Bezos, to bring down the cost of
accessing space with reusable rockets. While Bezos’ New Shepard rocket
was technically the first rocket to reach the edge of space and return, Falcon
9 completed the first commercial round trip.
http://www.spacex.com
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NO WHEELS

MAGLEV
Maglev are super-speed, fuel-efficient trains that run on a magnetic
levitation system. Suspended on magnets that repel a set of magnets
embedded in the track, the trains run on a cushion of air, without
friction, which translates to high speed. Japan’s maglev train has set a
world record of 373 mph. Now Maryland wants to follow in its tracks.
The state has received a $27.8 million grant from the U.S. Department
of Transportation to assess a superconducting maglev between
Baltimore and Washington, D.C. The current 75-minute commute would
take just 15 minutes -- a transformative vision for the future.
http://www.popsci.com/maglev-train-gets-funding-in-maryland

Image courtesy of MaltaGC
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NO WHEELS

SKYTRAN
SkyTran is an urban maglev personal transport system, that provides, “a solution to the soul crushing,
time wasting, stress inducing phenomenon that is surface traffic,” says SkyTran chairman and CEO
Jerry Sanders. The SkyTran network of computer-controlled, 2-person “jet-like” vehicles employs
unique, state-of-the-art, SkyTran Magnetic Levitation (STML) technology. SkyTran moves passengers
in a fast, safe, green, and economical manner. With its NASA relationship, SkyTran can add a
wide range of cutting-edge technologies and capabilities to its own core competencies. A working
prototype is about to open for business in Tel Aviv, Israel, with tickets costing no more than a bus ride.
http://www.skytran.com/skytran/
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NO WHEELS

HYPERLOOP
Imagine zipping across the countryside at 760 mph (think LA to
San Francisco in just 35 minutes). That’s Elon Musk’s concept for a
28-passenger solar tube that originated as an open source challenge.
Two years on, entrepreneur Dick Ahlborn, head of Hyperloop
Transportation Technologies (HTT), not officially connected to Musk, is
planning the first functional Hyperloop system in Quay Valley, CA. A $16
billion, five-mile test project is set to complete by 2018. Ahlborn rejects
the notion of pricey tickets as per the airlines and will ask the public to
weigh in on how best to run the system at low or no cost.
http://www.irishtimes.com/business/all-aboard-the-hyperloop-commuting-fasterthan-the-speed-of-sound-1.2231030

Image courtesy of Camilo Sanchez
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NO WHEELS

S2 VTOL
Joby Aviation’s S2 from entrepreneur JoeBen Bevirt is in development
and aims to change the aviation game. The electric vertical takeoff
and landing (VTOL) commuter plane is a two-seater that uses 12 tilting
electric propellers to lift off. It combines battery technology, electric
motors, sensors, and control systems. Its rotors fold into aerodynamic
“bullet” shapes when it reaches a cruising speed around 200 mph.
http://www.jobyaviation.com/S2/
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NO WHEELS

JPODS
Secaucus, with some of New Jersey’s most congested roads, is the
test site for JPods, a Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) system. JPod
Founder and CEO Bill James, is a West Point grad who has joined
alums to develop transportation that doesn’t guzzle gas. The $120
million investment will mount personal pods, powered by solar
collectors, on top of elevated tracks. Each pod will carry one to four
riders and use one-tenth the energy of cars, trains, and buses.
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/commuting-solar-power-will-betested-new-jersey-180952453/

Image courtesy of JPods
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NO WHEELS

THE QUADROFOIL
W AT E R C R A F T
The eco-friendly Slovenian watercraft is a water “sports car” that gives
passengers the sense of flying across the water and can venture into
delicate marine ecosystems that typically ban motorized vessels. The
quad-finned vessel boasts a silent motor and zero emissions and
reaches 25 mph with one 3.7kW electric motor and a range of 62 miles.
It can be recharged with a domestic power point in an hour, or via its
solar panels. The aerodynamic PWC, which is theoretically unsinkable,
is designed to right itself if knocked over. It sells for around $19,100.
https://quadrofoil.com/
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NO WHEELS

D E L I V E RY B Y D R O N E
Amazon is hoping to make delivery drones a reality for its Prime Air Service. It plans to deliver light packages in just 30 minutes.
Using sense and avoid technology, Amazon drones weighing less than 55 pounds, will fly under the 400ft radar to a distance of
around 15 miles for customers who need something small in a big hurry. Regulatory support stands in the way of the prototypes
becoming a future delivery option, but Jeremy Clarkson’s entertaining pitch for the service is worth a view.
http://www.amazon.com/b?node=8037720011

Image courtesy of Amazon
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NO WHEELS

THE ARCABOARD
It works like a magic carpet, hovering a foot off the ground, with a 272
horsepower punch. Created by Arca Space Corporation, specializing
in aerospace vehicles for private flight, the ArcaBoard is powered by a
set of batteries that runs 36 Electric Ducted Fans (EDF) tucked within
the board, for a six minute flight time. Arco plans to ship the $19,900
gadget in April 2016.
http://www.arcaspace.com/en/arcaboard.htm
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NO WHEELS

MEDIC DRONE
Even ambulances can get caught in traffic. Here’s where the SmartAid Delivery Drone by Stefan Riegebauer comes in. Or rather, comes
down. It can pre-empt the ambulance by flying important medical
supplies almost immediately almost anywhere. Not to invalidate the
medic teams, but often the most important factor in emergency
medicine is time. Medic Drone closes the gap between time and
distance for a very important cause.
http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/smart-aid

Image courtesy of Technical University of Delft
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MOBILITY ON THE MOVE
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Today’s consumers, seduced by that other world on their

of mobility, or succumbing to its demands. Innovation that

economy and auto industry. What we have explored in this

devices, can barely keep their eyes on the sidewalk ahead,

has created electric vehicles, connected cars, autonomous

piece is an ongoing exercise: the future mobility is being

let alone the road. In this context, how can automakers

cars, and intelligent systems set to revolutionize the drive, are

shaped daily, at the intersection of technology, data, and

keep them safe at the wheel? How can new mobility options

changing all transportation modes. The notion of increased

design. For the third time in a century, it is revolutionizing

services meet the high expectations of this connected life?

safety, security, and convenience, is drawing on the most

how we move, and what moves us, as we boldly reinvent

As consumers move seamlessly between the physical and

advanced technologies to invent mobility masterpieces.

the wheel.

the digital, the very infrastructure and business of mobility is

The fact we are exploring neuro-signals as a way to move

being reframed moment by moment. In real-time. Beyond

objects shows that the art of the possible is simply a

transforming vehicles into the ultimate connected device,

question of determination and sheer will. Paradoxically,

automakers are actively pursuing new alliances. We are in

we have gone back in time, to a period of artisanship,

a space race to provide the most outstanding new features

design, and craft. We aren’t just thinking about mobility

and services that will enhance and simplify life. Automakers

in a virtual context. We are actually making and shaping

are moving outside of their traditional industry boundaries

new inventions, as open source platforms let each of us—

in a bid to deliver the most compelling and meaningful

business and consumer alike—partake in the process of

customer experience, for that is the path to consumer

co-creation. It’s an approach that is changing the concept

loyalty. It is the difference between pioneering the future

of supply and demand, shattering the very roots of the

Image courtesy of Visualhunt
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A P P E N D I X : R E S E A R C H & S O U R C E S 		
Introduction
Pew Research
pewrsr.ch/1y5iEZj
United Nations
bit.ly/1N3gAH6
Wikipedia: Ubranization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urbanization
Connected Wheels
Line/Shape/Space
http://lineshapespace.com/future-of-connected-cars/
Fortune
for.tn/1Rvrrys
KnowTechie
http://knowtechie.com/veer-parking-app-123/
Hyundai News
bit.ly/1M9xkwd
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http://fortune.com/2015/12/22/google-ford-self-driving-cars/
http://fortune.com/2015/09/28/car2go-mercedes/
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New York Times
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The Verge
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NPR
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General Motors
bit.ly/1nccp3Z
Pedi Wheels
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http://www.wired.com/2015/07/rideables-video
Public Wheels
Fast Company
bit.ly/1MeeKnY
MIT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=49&v=wQpTM7ASc-w
Gizmag
http://www.gizmag.com/future-transport/22959
Transport for London
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3Q0FZUKHkY
Wearable Wheels
Gizmag
bit.ly/1IXTXG9
Auto Blog
bit.ly/1OcX2B4

Reuters
http://mobile.reuters.com/article/idUSKBN0UJ0AX20160105

Forbes
onforb.es/1N1VhTl

Induct Technologies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96OpMm57iFc

Popular Mechanics
bit.ly/1gQ2TR6

MIT
http://projects.csail.mit.edu/video/research/robo/wheelchair.mp4

Local Motors
https://localmotors.com/elleshelley/the-strati/

No Wheels
CNET
cnet.co/1OWoHd0

Nissan Newsroom
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-TLo86K7Ck

Daily Mail
dailym.ai/1NkyYe4

Gizmag
bit.ly/1Scc8dR

WIRED
bit.ly/1tOGPG4

Pod Wheels
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